








When designing Prestige Line lamps we had a clear goal 
in mind: create objects which captivate with their 

sophistication and stun with the mastery of form, whatever
the cost and labor needed to produce them.

Perfection in every detail and beauty of the finest
particular are the defining feature of lamps in this range. 

Prestige Line means lamps which may be housed
surrounded by authentic pieces of art. 
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When designing Premium Line lamps we endeavored 
 to develop sublime objects, yet economical in form, with 

shapes filled with natural harmony. 

Although their lines are moderate you may clearly feel    
an underneath energy dormant in each of these lamps. 

Premium Line range is an offer for those who strive        
to follow the most recent trends in the world design. 
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TECHNICAL DETAILES
E14 bulb holder, without bulb;
EU plug, 220 - 240 Voltage
40W max. (incandescent bulb);
CE standard.

MATERIALS
Base of the lamp - HANDMADE:
transparent glass or transparent glass
painted in transparent black
or painted in transparent copper
Bulb holder - chromed steel
Electric wire - transparent pvc
Shade of the lamp - high quality fabric

Attention: The code of the lamp 
consists of 9 numbers. The first six 
numbers determinate lamp
model and the last three numbers 
determinate shade, eg.: 
L046011222 means model 
L046011 and shade A222

MADE IN EU

SHADES MODEL
FORM 

DIMENSIONS 
IN CM

COLORS 
OUT/IN

A222 beige/white

A223 grey/white

A514 black/gold

A503 beige/gold

A514 black/gold

A501 white/white

A502 black/white

A501 white/white

A514 black/gold

BRISTOL 
TRANSPARENT 

COPPER

truncated cone 
D30-25 H16

BRISTOL
truncated cone 

D30-25 H16

BRISTOL 
TRANSPARENT 

BLACK

truncated cone 
D30-25 H16
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L006011214L006011206L006011211

L006011241 L006011215

BRNO

MATERIALS
Base of the lamp - HANDMADE, 
transparent optic  glass 
Bulb holder - chromed steel
Electric wire - transparent pvc
Shade of the lamp - high quality fabric

Attention:
The code of the lamp consists 
of 9 numbers. The first six 
numbers determinate lamp
model and the last three numbers 
determinate shade, eg.: L006011211 
means model L006011 and shade A211

MADE IN EU

TECHNICAL DETAILES
E27 bulb holder, without bulb;
EU plug, 220 - 240 Voltage
60W max. (incandescent bulb);
CE standard.
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SHADES MODEL
FORM 

DIMENSIONS 
IN CM

COLORS 
OUT/IN

A211 ecru/white

A206 grey/white

A214 black/gold

A241
dark 

grey/white

A215 white/white

BRNO
truncated cone 

D40-20 H22





Madrid Green - Base of the lamp - 
HANDMADE glass painted in green
Bulb holder - chromed steel
Madrid Violet - Base of the lamp - 
HANDMADE glass painted in violet
Bulb holder - chromed steel
Electric wire - transparent pvc
Shade of the lamp - high quality 
fabric

Attention:
The code of the lamp consists 
of 9 numbers. The first six numbers
determinate lamp model and the last 
three numbers determinate shade,
eg.:L008031203 means model 
L008031 and shade A203

MADE IN EU

MADRID
GREEN 

79

L008711203 L008711215 L008711214

L008811206 L008811215 L008811214

L008031203 L008031215 L008031214

MADRID 
VIOLET

MADRID

TECHNICAL DETAILES
E27 bulb holder, without bulb;
EU plug, 220 - 240 Voltage
60W max. (incandescent bulb);
CE standard..
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SHADES MODEL
FORM 

DIMENSIONS 
IN CM

COLORS 
OUT/IN

A203 grey/white

A215 white/white

A214 black/gold

A206 grey/white

A215 white/white

A214 black/gold

A203 grey/white

A215 white/white

A214 black/gold

MADRID

MADRID GREEN

MADRID VIOLET

truncated cone 
D40-20 H22

truncated cone 
D40-20 H22

truncated cone 
D40-20 H22

MATERIALS
Madrid - Base of the lamp - 
HANDMADE transparent glass 
Bulb holder and pipe inside 
the base - chromed steel
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L106113000

L108113000L103113000 L104113000

COMO ERBA

ASOLA 

LODI 
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MATERIALS
HANDMADE
opal (white) glass
Livorno - HANDMADE 
transparent glass 
matted and crackled

MADE IN EU

L102113000L101113000

LUCCA LIVORNO

TECHNICAL DETAILES
E14 bulb holder, without bulb;
EU plug, 220-240 Voltage;
40W max. (incandescent bulb);
CE standard.23
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